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INTRODUCTION
Physical education, sports and health are compulsory subjects that are applied at all levels of education by using physicality as the intermediary. Physical education is an effort made to influence the growth and development of children towards physical or physical life which is programmed scientifically, directly and systematically and prepared by competent educational institutions (Ashfahany et al., 2017; Yusmar, 2017). Maximizing children’s growth and development can surely be done by exercising regularly. Sport is a part of human daily activities that is useful to form a healthy body and spirit (Candrawati et al., 2018; Widodo, 2014). One of the sports that can be used to help children’s physical development is volleyball.

The game of volleyball is a complex game, in which the game requires coordination of motion that can really be relied on to carry out all the basic technical movements of volleyball, namely under passing, over passing, under serving, top serving, smash and dam (Faozi et al., 2019; Lestari et al., 2019). Passing is a technique of receiving the ball and swinging it back in the desired direction. Some of the basic movements of volleyball such as: Firstly, the under pass is used when receiving a service or also when receiving a smash. The second over passing technique is prioritizing the fingers of both hands, usually this technique is
preferred when a player is about to make a pass before the last shot or smash. Third, lower serves are the first strokes that are taken from behind the finish line of the playing field over the net to the opponent's area. Fourthly, top services are a form of service with the aim of bouncing the ball towards the opposing court across the net by hitting the ball from above the head of the ball as if it is floating. The next, the smash technique is a major blow in attack to achieve victory. Lastly, blocking techniques are actions taken to form a fortress to fend off attacks from opponents (Putra et al., 2019; Rendra et al., 2018). In addition, volleyball is a team game that requires good cooperation.

However, based on observations made by researchers, there are problems with the volleyball learning process, namely about student character such as individualism, lack of discipline, lack of responsibility, disobedience to lecturer instructions and the absence of use of learning resources published by universities for students also causes the learning process especially in volleyball technique often experience an error because during the learning process sometimes students do not pay attention to the lecturer delivering the material, so that when assigning one form of movement the lecturer can repeat up to 3 times even more with a limited time. To overcome these problems, of course, an effort is needed to solve the problems.

Based on the above problems, one effort that can be done is to develop a learning resource by utilizing existing technology. Learning resources are one of the things that support learning activities. By using learning resources, it will help teachers explain the subject matter and will help students understand the subject matter being studied. One of the learning resources used in learning is teaching materials. Teaching materials have an important role in learning because using teaching materials will make it easier for educators to deliver material and help students to understand the material being studied (Andani & Yulian, 2018; Cahyono et al., 2018; Pratiwi et al., 2017). One of the teaching materials that can be developed is e-modules, especially on volleyball material.

Modules are also called media for independent learning because they have been equipped with instructions for self-study, meaning that readers can carry out learning activities without the direct presence of the teacher, the teacher does not directly give lessons or teach something to their students face to face, but enough with modules developed (Mukaromah, 2018; Rahmadani et al., 2018).

E-Module is a form of digitalized module and is packaged more interactively which is displayed using a monitor or screen using a power source in the form of electricity or a notebook to operate it (Pratiwi et al., 2017; Suryandita et al., 2018). The components on the e-module can be adopted from the components in the print media module. Along with the era of globalization, the implementation of learning today requires technology-based learning resources. Technology-based learning resources can make students adapt to current developments in the IT (Information and Technology) field. One of the technology-based learning resources that can be used as a support for existing ones is the E-module which is packaged in the form of e-learning.

The character-based volleyball e-module developed uses Adobe Flash C6. The module is developed as an innovative and interesting learning resource to maximize the use of electronic media by students. E-modules are expected to be able to accommodate students' interests and learning styles in today's digital era because technology currently plays an important role in the advancement of education. This e-module can be applied to a multimedia technology so that it can be a learning resource that will be more interesting than the usual print media module. So that one of the applications that is part of the Adobe Flash C6 application can be used is Adobe Flash Professional S6 (Pritandhari & Wakijo, 2020; Septryanesti & Lazulva, 2019).

During its development, the Adobe Flash Pro program has made many improvements in each version; there are many facilities available in the CS6 version of Adobe Flash Pro to create vector-shaped 2D animations. Flash is designed with the ability to create reliable and lightweight 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional animation so that flash is widely used to build and provide animation effects on websites, interactive CDs and others. Besides that, this software can also be used to create animated logos, movies, games, and development of other website applications (Chrisyarani & Yasa, 2018; Novrianti et al., 2018).

This research is supported by relevant previous research such as: (1) research conducted by (Eza Yayang, 2019) who get the results that web-based e-modules are declared worthy of being a learning resource that can help students learn lecture material independently, can be accessed anytime and anywhere so that they can provide students with motivation in learning and optimize student learning in an effort study lecture material. (2) research conducted by (Imansari & Sunaryantiningisih, 2017) who get the research results that the interactive e-module learning media that was made was feasible to be used in the teaching and learning process in the classroom in the electrical workshop course. (3) research conducted by (Utami et al., 2018) who get the result that ethnomathematics-based e-module is proven to improve problem-solving abilities.

Based on some of the relevant research, no one has developed a character-based volleyball e-module for students using Adobe Flash CS 6. The purpose of this research was to produce learning resource products in the form of character-based volleyball learning e-modules for students using Adobe Flash CS 6.
Method

This research was conducted in Universitas Darmas Indonesia. The research was carried out in nature in 2020. This type of research used development research. The development model used in this study was using ADDIE that provided an opportunity to evaluate development activities at each stage. This has a positive impact on the quality of product development. The positive impact caused by the evaluation at each stage is to minimize the error rate or product shortage at the final stage.

The subjects of the e-module trial are students of the 2nd Semester of the Penjaskesrek Study Program at Universitas Darmas Indonesia. The research data was quantitative data that the data was taken from the results of the evaluation by the validator and the practical data was taken from the responses of lecturers and students to the e-module.

The research instruments were validation questionnaires, practicality questionnaires, student character effectiveness sheets, volleyball skills assessment effectiveness sheets. The instrument to be used is validated first. An instrument is said to be valid if it is able to measure what it wants to measure well.

The data obtained were analyzed using quantitative statistical analysis techniques. This analysis is used to calculate the level of validity, practicality, and effectiveness of the e-module being developed.

Result and Discussion

The result of the analysis stage (analyze) is the initial stage in this research that called as analyzing the needs, students, and materials. First, the results of the needs analysis, from the results of interviews and observations conducted; show that there is not yet any media that can support volleyball learning in volleyball lectures. There is still a lack of character inculcation and student understanding of the basic techniques of volleyball, this is evidenced by the results of interviews with some of Undhari’s 2nd semester Physical Education and Physical Education students still do not understand the basic techniques of volleyball. The use of media and modules as learning resources for volleyball has not been used properly by students so that students only get material during class hours.

Based on this explanation, it is necessary to develop a media containing the basic techniques of volleyball learning that can help students understand the correct basic volleyball techniques and can attract students’ attention and there is a need for the inculcation of character values that are integrated in each of these materials in order to make a difference. Volleyball developed students’ skill and their character.

The result of the student analysis is an analysis of the condition of the student or which is related to the nature of the representation. Based on the analysis carried out in the initial interview, it showed that there were still many students who were not being honest in writing poetry, students were not interested and found it difficult to write poetry and students did not have confidence in writing or reading poetry. Therefore, we need an appropriate media.

Researchers made volleyball e-modules for students due to the lack of character building and student understanding of basic volleyball techniques, this was evidenced by the results of interviews with several Undhari Physical Education and Physical Education students in semester 2 still did not understand the basic techniques of volleyball. The use of media and modules as learning resources for volleyball has not been used properly by students so that students only get material during class hours.

Based on the needs of the module as a learning resource and the inadequate use of electronic media in volleyball learning, researchers are innovating to find solutions to develop character-based volleyball learning e-modules using Adobe Flash C6. The e-module was developed as an innovative and attractive learning resource to maximize the use of electronic media by students. The development of e-modules is expected to be able to accommodate the interests and learning styles of students in the current digital era because technology currently plays an important role in the advancement of education. This e-module can be applied to a multimedia technology so that it can be a learning resource that can be more interesting than the usual print media module.

Discussion

Based on the results of the validity, practicality and effectiveness test, the character-based volleyball e-module for students using adobe flash CS 6 can be applied in universities, especially for volleyball learning for students. The validation of the integrated picture book media for character education was obtained based on the data provided by the validator. The validator is the one who validates the character-based e-module consisting of 3 lecturers, namely 2 Doctors from Filkom, and 1 Doctor from FKIP UNDHARI. The validity results show that the product developed is in the valid criteria.

From the results of the instrument validation, the results are very valid. Then the instrument can be used to test the validity of the product. In the product validity test, the product is in the valid criteria. The product is said to be valid because in terms of the feasibility of the appearance of the animated content, the construct and the
language used are correct or in accordance with the criteria contained in the instrument so that the product is suitable to be used in the learning process. This is supported by research conducted by (Chrisiyarani & Yasa, 2018) who stated that the results show that the PPK-based thematic module is valid with a total percentage of 95%, so that the KDP-based thematic module is suitable for use as teaching material to help students and teachers in the learning process.

The advantage of this e-module is that it contains learning materials that are packaged in an attractive, innovative way, both in terms of appearance and content. Students prefer to learn independently using technology-based learning resources in accordance with the 4.0 industrial revolution, because in this e-module there is basic volleyball technical material which is equipped with pictures, animation, video, character values built during learning (Putra et al., 2019; Riyadi & Yuwono, 2015). This e-module has a simple appearance with easy-to-understand user instructions and a menu that is displayed to take students to study independently outside of lecture hours according to the volleyball course syllabus included in this e-module (Imansari & Sunaryantingsih, 2017).

Based on the results of the character education-based e-module practicality test conducted on lecturers and students, it appears that e-module is very practical to use. The results of the analysis of the lecturer response questionnaire that had been filled in by the lecturer showed that the response of the lecturer to e-module based on character education with a percentage with very practical criteria because it has several characteristics, namely (1) The integrated picture book media of character education can help students in overcoming student problems (2) Make it easier for lecturers to improve basic volleyball technical skills for students (3) Make it easier for students to carry out motion tasks instructed by the lecturer because they are equipped with examples of animation movements for each volleyball movement technique (4) Equipped with instructions for using e-modules that make it easier for students to carry out motion tasks (5) Can assist students in guiding the discovery of knowledge about volleyball (6) Can have influence on student character (7) Media content is in accordance with the syllabus and learning objectives. This is supported by research conducted by (Pritandhari & Wakijo, 2020) who obtained the result that the use of practical modules had a positive impact of 85% on the ability to understand tax material.

While the results of student responses with very practical criteria. The product is in very practical criteria because it has several characteristics, namely (1) The appearance of the e-module is attractive to students (2) The choice of colors in the e-module is very interesting (3) The steps in using e-modules are very easy to understand (4) The e-module is very helpful in understanding how to do basic volleyball techniques (5) The material in the e-module adds to my cognitive value about volleyball knowledge (6) I like to use picture book media (7) The e-module helps me to do The basic technique of volleyball is equipped with examples of movements using animation.

E-modules that already have valid, effective, character-based practical criteria can be used as a learning resource for students, especially in volleyball lectures in the Penjaskesrek study program, Dhammas University Indonesia. Learning resources are very important for students to have because having interesting, innovative learning resources and using technology can increase students' interest in learning independently outside of face-to-face hours during lectures (Patiwi et al., 2017).

The character-based volleyball e-module developed uses Adobe Flash C6. The module is developed as an innovative and interesting learning resource to maximize the use of electronic media by students. E-modules are expected to be able to accommodate students' interests and learning styles in today's digital era because technology currently plays an important role in the advancement of education. This e-module can be applied to a multimedia technology so that it can be a learning resource which can be more interesting than the usual print media module, so that one of the applications that is part of the Adobe Flash C6 application which can be used is Adobe Flash Professional S6 (Pritandhari & Wakijo, 2020; Septryanesti & Lazulva, 2019).

This research was supported by relevant previous research such as: (1) research conducted by (Eza Yayang, 2019) who got the results that web-based e-modules are declared worthy of being a learning resource that can help students learn lecture material independently, can be accessed anytime and anywhere so that they can provide students with motivation in learning and optimize student learning in an effort study lecture material. (2) research conducted by (Imansari & Sunaryantingsih, 2017) who got the research results that the interactive e-module learning media that was made was feasible to be used in the teaching and learning process in the classroom in the electrical workshop course. (3) research conducted by (Utami et al., 2018) who get the result that ethnomathematics-based e-module is proven to improve problem-solving abilities.

Based on some of the relevant research, no one has developed a character-based volleyball e-module for students using Adobe Flash CS 6. The purpose of this research is to produce learning resource products in the form of character-based volleyball learning e-modules for students using Adobe. Flash CS 6.
Conclusion

Based on the development that has been done on the e-module volleyball learning based on character education for students using Adobe Flash CS 6 is effective to be used by students. While the results of the student character self-assessment category become student habits. The implication of e-module volleyball learning based on character education for students using Adobe Flash CS 6 is to help and facilitate lecturers in explaining the basic technical material of volleyball.
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